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Rauschenberg’s Erased de Kooning 

 

  During the early 1950’s, Abstract Expressionists like Jackson Pollock and Willem 

de Kooning shocked the world with their completely abstract works of art. These artists 

based in New York began the Abstract Expressionism movement after World War II 

devastated Europe. In the late 1950’s artists began to move away from the abstract and 

began “reintroducing traditional imagery” (Kleiner 433). Robert Rauschenberg was one 

of many artists that were influenced by pop culture and the new age of the art world. 

Although completely different from his typical work, Robert Rauschenberg’s Erased de 

Kooning embodies his admiration for the Abstract Expressionists and influences later pop 

artists, all while capturing his desire to be an independent artist.  

 

  Like the Abstract Expressionists, Rauschenberg was intrigued by the avant-garde 

mindset of the 1950’s and 1960’s. However, these artists were reacting to the previous 

styles of art and creating a new art movement at the same time. Rauschenberg especially 

admired Pollock’s “action painting” and de Kooning’s gestural abstraction paintings. But 

he did not wish to adopt their styles like other artists during the late 1950’s. Instead, by 

constantly trying out new materials and techniques, Rauschenberg questions, “what 



makes a painting” (Kotz 106). By experimenting with art, Robert Rauschenberg 

discovered his own style; “Challenging the accepted, and to do so in a way that shocked 

the Establishment” (Kotz 82).  

  

  In 1953, Rauschenberg created a work that appalled critics and essentially 

initiated the Pop Art movement. He wanted to show that his work was different from the 

Abstract Expressionists but still held the same values, and he did so in a very grand 

gesture. Rauschenberg asked de Kooning, a highly regarded artist at the time, for a 

drawing of his, which Rauschenberg would then make his own by completely erasing it. 

De Kooning accepted and gave Rauschenberg a drawing made up of crayon, ink, and 

grease pencils that would be extremely difficult to erase. The only thing that was left was 

a worn out white sheet of paper; “what viewers were encouraged to see was not only that, 

but what was no longer there” (“Rummaging Through Rauschenberg’s Trash”). Barbara 

asked Rauschenberg what his intentions were in an interview and he stated the following: 

“I erased the de Kooning not out of any negative response… I did erasure drawings. It 

just didn’t make sense for me to erase my own marks, so I thought it made for a special 

situation. I was trying to make art and so therefore I had to erase art” (Rose 51). 

Rauschenberg sought to challenge one of the most important artists of the time as well as 

challenge “the old order,” which he appreciated but didn’t want to imitate in his own art 

(Rose 51).  

 

  The Erased de Kooning was Rauschenberg’s first big step into the art world, but 

his works following it were very different in comparison. In the late 1950’s 



Rauschenberg came up with the idea of “combines,” a combination of many mediums 

arranged in various, often meaningless ways. Rauschenberg was fascinated by the world 

around him and took object that he would find on the street and include them in his 

works. These combines were usually made up of paintings, sculptures, photographs, 

prints, and whatever else he could find. He attached sculptures or found objects onto 

canvases, or he attached a multitude of objects and created a new sculpture. 

Rauschenberg believed that “the artist had to activate not only his own canvas but the 

world around him as well” (Rose 4). He was connected to his work and felt that the 

materials he used have a history. Many artists during this time had the same belief that 

everyday objects can be art. Rauschenberg’s combines heavily influenced his colleagues 

as well as younger artists that become popular during the 1960’s. 

 

  Pop Art became the new art movement in the 1960’s. Artists like Jasper Johns and 

Andy Warhol contributed to the movement, but several artists had Rauschenberg to 

thank. “Andy Warhol said that Rauschenberg’s use of objects in his combines made it 

possible for Warhol to do what he later did with soup cans, Coke bottles, and in his 

multiple portraits of Marilyn Monroe” (Kotz 108). Robert Rauschenberg also inspired 

Roy Lichtenstein and his comic book style work. Rauschenberg’s art had created a new 

interested in the American culture and “set free the attitudes that made pop seem 

culturally acceptable” (Kotz 108). The cycle of artists influencing other artist’s work 

shows how the art world changes through the years. Rauschenberg was an important 

pivotal figure during the change from Abstract Expressionism to Pop Art during the 

1950’s.  
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